Unit 1, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) steel
2) diamonds
3) lumber
4) glass
5) dirt

Section 2
Mining Industry: gold, coal, diamonds, silver
Fashion Industry: clothing, earrings, perfume, shoes
Construction Industry: lumber, hammer, nails, buildings

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) produced 2) produces
3) manufacture 4) produce
5) manufacture

Section 3
1) G  5) A
2) D  6) C
3) H  7) F
4) B

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) He drives the forklift that is lifting the boxes.
2) I need people who will help me move.
3) I need a truck (that / which) can carry all of this dirt.
4) These are the people who (are / were) helping us in the garden.
5) Every day the people (that / who) work in the mining industry begin their jobs at 4:00 a.m.

Section 2
1) This is a forklift.
2) This is a diamond.
3) This is a shovel.
4) This is steel.
5) This is glass.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) F  6) T
2) T  7) F
3) F  8) ?
4) T  9) ?
5) ?  10) F

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Unit 1, Lesson 1, Quiz

Section 1
1) He works in the lumber industry.
2) He works in the construction industry.
3) They work in the fashion industry.
4) They work in the manufacturing industry.
5) They work in the mining industry.

Section 2
1) producing, loading
2) crane, bulldozer
3) fork lift, truck
4) shoveled, lifted
5) digging, pulling
6) pushing, transporting
7) tons, comes from

Section 3
1) glass
2) burn
3) truck
4) steel
5) pull
6) cranes
7) coal

Unit 1, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) shopping bags
2) clerk
3) mall
4) customer
5) shopping basket
6) receipt
7) shopping carts

Section 2
1) F  6) T
2) T  7) F
3) F  8) ?
4) T  9) ?
5) ?  10) F

Worksheet 2

Section 1
1) amount
2) amount
3) amount
4) number
5) number

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) We have the white shirt in a large, but we’re out of extra larges.
2) The large white pants cost thirty-three dollars.
3) No, we’re out of the black pants in extra large.
4) No, we have the large blue shirts.
5) You can buy a medium white shirt, but we’re out of the small white pants.
6) If you buy one large white shirt, you can get a large blue or white shirt for free.

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) increase
2) decreases
3) increase
4) decrease

Section 2
1) F  5) T
2) T  6) ?
3) ?  7) ?
4) F

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) Bring your receipt to the store.
2) Buy a bigger size.
3) Go for a walk instead.
4) Buy less.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) The price of a silk dress was eighty-five dollars.
2) The temperature was seventy-five degrees.
3) John read one book.

Unit 1, Lesson 2, Quiz

Section 1
1) CUSTOMER
2) CLERK
3) MARKET
4) RECEIPT
5) ENTRANCE

Section 2
customer entrance shopping bag receipt market

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) increase, number; I’ll make more money. / I’ll have less free time.
2) increases, number; more people will have to buy cars. / cars will be less expensive. / there will be more cars to choose from.
3) increase; I won’t be able to buy them.

Unit 1, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1

Section 1
Animals: pig, donkey, goat, dog
Machines: tractor, pickup truck, car, forklift
Farm: harvest, water, feed, plant

Section 2
1) plant, harvest
2) goat
3) tractor
4) water, machines
5) animals, feed
6) dog, pickup truck
Unit 1, Lesson 4

Worksheet 1

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) earlier
2) plan
3) cancel
4) check
5) lend

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) He grew wheat and he raised chickens.
2) His first job on the farm was to feed and water the chickens and dogs.
3) George’s wife and son work with George on the farm now.
4) He grows wheat and he raises cows, chickens, and dogs.

Worksheet 2

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) (ate / had) chicken except for Sue, who (ate / had) fish.
2) (are going to / will) play the guitar except for Nancy, who (is going to / will) play the violin.
3) read a book except for Jeff, who played soccer.
4) (study / are studying) English except for Peter, who (studies / is studying) Japanese.
5) all of the teachers worked late except for Ms. Jones, who left early.
6) water the corn at night except for John, who waters the corn in the morning.

Worksheet 3

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) grow
2) raise
3) breed
4) raise

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) The tomatoes cost two dollars a pound.
2) This farmer grows corn in France.
3) The vegetables (are / were) being watered.
4) It’s dangerous to drive during (a / the) flood.

Worksheet 4

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) Because of the flood, this farm didn’t produce very much this year.
2) I broke my leg last fall, and it was difficult for me to feed them.
3) The teacher is going to study Chinese.
4) This farmer grows corn in France.
5) The vegetables (are / were) being watered.
6) The boy is watching the sunset on the beach.
7) The man is lending the shovel to the woman.

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) She’s checking the tire.
2) They are planning their vacation. She is helping them plan their vacation.
3) The man is lending the shovel to the woman.

Worksheet 5

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) I should cancel my appointment. / I have to cancel my appointment.
2) Tell me a story about when you were young, Grandpa.
3) I should have left my house earlier. / I should have (come / gone) to work earlier.
4) The plumber is going to install a new washing machine.
5) We’re planning to go to France, Spain, and Germany.

Unit 1, Lesson 4, Quiz

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) lend
2) borrow
Section 2
1) I lent her my car because her car is being repaired. / She borrowed my car because her car is being repaired.
2) You should have gone to the movie yesterday. It was very good!
3) I’m helping (to plan / plan) her vacation.
4) He said to call the repair person to repair the washing machine. / He told me to call the repair person to repair the washing machine.
5) We’re going to lend the shovel to him. / We’re going to borrow the shovel from him.
6) I’m planning to explore the city tomorrow. What museums do you recommend?
7) Can you tell me where Information is?
8) The transportation industry is very important in the United States.

Unit 1, Test
Section 1
1) cancel
2) pushing
3) cost
4) Tell
5) who
6) raises
7) another
8) loaded
9) amount
10) receipt, return
11) flood
12) crane

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) The farmer raises chickens.
2) She is cooking potatoes.
3) Airplanes are manufactured here. / This company manufactures airplanes.
4) This ship transports tourists to the islands for vacation. / This ship transports people.
5) She’s pushing her bicycle up the hill.
6) He’s installing a washing machine.
7) She borrowed these shoes from her friend.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) represents turning right.
2) represents women.
3) represents men.
4) represents electricity.
5) represents an animal.
6) represents love.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
1A) Can
1B) anymore
2A) romance
2B) might
3A) either
3B) science fiction

Unit 2, Lesson 1
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) comedy
2) biography
3) funny
4) sad
5) romance
6) novel
7) represents
8) song
9) stories

Section 2
1) They’re watching a sad movie.
2) They’re watching a scary movie.
3) They’re watching a romantic movie.

Section 3
1) E 4) B
2) C 5) F
3) A

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) This is a real insect.
2) This is an artificial tree.
3) These are real horses.
4) This is a real egg.
5) This is an artificial duck.
6) This is an artificial fish.
7) This is a real tree.
8) This is an artificial insect.
9) This is a real fish. / This is a real cat.
10) This is an artificial egg.

Section 2
1) 2, told
2) 3, could
3) 3, rain / 1, isn’t
4) 3, represents

Worksheet 4
Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) might, He might drive to work.
2) might, She might play golf tomorrow.
3) will, I’ll go to the appointment with Doctor Clancy on Tuesday.
4) will, She will return the book to the library.
5) might, We might go to the beach tomorrow.
6) might, I might buy a new novel.

Unit 2, Lesson 1, Quiz
Section 1
1) BIOGRAPHY
2) SCIENCE FICTION
3) ROMANCE

Section 2
1) biography
2) funny
3) romantic
4) beginning
5) love, romance
6) end

Section 3
worried
scary
novel
instead
might
idea
maybe
song
see
later
by
late

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) comedy
2) biography
3) funny
4) sad
5) romance
6) novel
7) represents
8) song
9) stories

Section 2
1) They’re watching a sad movie.
2) They’re watching a scary movie.
3) They’re watching a romantic movie.

Section 3
1) E 4) B
2) C 5) F
3) A

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) This is a real insect.
2) This is an artificial tree.
3) These are real horses.
4) This is a real egg.
5) This is an artificial duck.
6) This is an artificial fish.
7) This is a real tree.
8) This is an artificial insect.
9) This is a real fish. / This is a real cat.
10) This is an artificial egg.

Section 2
1) 2, told
2) 3, could
3) 3, rain / 1, isn’t
4) 3, represents

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) represents turning right.
2) represents women.
3) represents men.
4) represents electricity.
5) represents an animal.
6) represents love.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
1A) Can
1B) anymore
2A) romance
2B) might
3A) either
3B) science fiction

Worksheet 4
Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) might, He might drive to work.
2) might, She might play golf tomorrow.
3) will, I’ll go to the appointment with Doctor Clancy on Tuesday.
4) will, She will return the book to the library.
5) might, We might go to the beach tomorrow.
6) might, I might buy a new novel.
Section 2
1) illegal
2) illegal
3) legal
4) illegal
5) legal
6) legal
7) legal
8) legal
9) illegal
10) legal

Worksheet 2
Section 1

I'm a citizen of ___________________________

I speak ___________________________

I'm an American citizen.

I speak:
1) English
2) Chinese
3) Japanese

I'm an Italian citizen.

I'm a Japanese citizen.

I'm a Spanish citizen.

I'm a French citizen.

I'm a German citizen.

I'm a Russian citizen.

I'm a Mexican citizen.

I'm a Chinese citizen.

I'm a Spanish citizen.

Possible answers include:

Section 2

Answers will vary for 5 – 6.

Section 3

Answers will vary for 5 – 6.

Unit 2, Lesson 2, Quiz

Section 1

1) science / scientist
2) law / lawyer
3) psychology / psychologist

Section 2

1) peace / war
2) China / Chinese
3) government
4) psychology / psychologist

Section 3

1) Citizens
2) since
3) legal, illegal
4) culture
5) peace

Unit 2, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1

Section 1

I'm a / an: astronomer, doctor, lawyer, biologist, electrician, chemist

I study: astronomy medicine

law, biology electricity, chemistry

Section 2

1) B
2) E
3) A

Section 3

1) telescope
2) cells, microscope
3) chemicals
4) calculator

Worksheet 2

Section 1

1) multiply
2) add / multiply
3) divide
4) subtract
5) multiply
6) add
7) subtract

Section 2

1) presenting
2) is looking
3) am, to discover
4) didn't use
5) meets

Section 3

1) six
2) fifteen
3) five
4) three

Answers will vary.

Worksheet 3

Section 1

1) if you had asked for it
2) if you had watered it enough
3) if it hadn't been raining

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) Jeff has a Biology class. He will be in the laboratory.
2) Jeff has Astronomy class today at 2:00 p.m.
3) He used a telescope in his Astronomy class on Monday.
4) He was studying in the library.
5) Jeff was free on Tuesday, and he'll be free on Thursday.

Worksheet 4

Section 1

1) ?
2) ?
3) ?
4) ?
5) ?

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) A chemist studies chemicals.
2) People do experiments in a laboratory.
3) People who study the stars use telescopes. People who study cells use microscopes.

Unit 2, Lesson 3, Quiz

Section 1

Answers will vary.

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) They're playing modern music.
2) They're playing traditional music.
3) These are traditional houses.
4) I would have called you, but I was too tired.
5) I would have slept late, but I had an early appointment.

Section 3

1) cells
2) microscope
3) find out
4) biology
5) experiment
6) planet

Unit 2, Lesson 4

Worksheet 1

Section 1

1) cheat, pass
2) assignments, due
3) chapters, pages
4) fail, graduate

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) There were three bananas left before Joe ate one for breakfast.
2) Jen has five apples, but she needs ten.
3) Joe brought them to work for a party.
4) There are six eggs left. They're going to buy more to make the apple cake and to eat for breakfast this week.
5) There is one cup left, and she needs two cups for the cake.

Worksheet 2

Section 1

Possible answers include:

1) became husband and wife.
2) is going to become
3) became

Section 2

1) impossible
2) impossible
3) possible
4) possible

Section 3

1) E
2) D
3) B
4) A

Worksheet 4

Section 1

Answers will vary.

Section 2

Possible answers include:

1) They're playing modern music.
2) They're playing traditional music.
3) These are traditional houses.
Unit 2, Test

Worksheet 3

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) The students who are taking the astronomy class have to do the assignments about the planets.
2) The students will be reading two chapters in their books on Wednesday.
3) The presentations are fifteen minutes long.
4) They should bring two pencils for the exam on Tuesday. / They should bring two pencils because they have an exam on Tuesday.

Section 2
1) There are only two weeks left in the term, and then we'll have summer vacation.
2) Congratulations! You passed your driving exam.
3) It's possible for ice to become water.
4) Milk can become butter.
5) She's a student and her assignment is due next week.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) He won't grow
2) buy more
3) you could fail the class / the teacher might be angry

Section 2
1) B
2) C
3) A
4) B

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Unit 2, Lesson 4, Quiz

Section 1
1) If you cheat on the exam, you'll fail the class.
2) Your assignment for biology class is due on Tuesday.
3) I read four chapters in my book. That's fifty pages!

Section 2
1) The cars collided at the intersection of Elm Street and Pine Street.
2) The windshield was broken on Bobby's car.
3) Jill was bleeding after the accident.

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) Because / Since
2) had
3) had realised that they needed
4) hadn't
5) had
6) had
7) hadn't
8) had
9) hadn't
10) multiply

Section 4
1) I was in the car.
2) she realized that her umbrella
3) I'm a biologist and one day I want to discover a new insect.
4) Math is easy to do when you use a calculator.
5) I just read a book which is a biography about a famous singer.
6) The politician studied law and now he works in the government.

Section 5
Possible answers include:
1) I have enough money
2) she finished all her work
3) there aren't any romance movies
4) it doesn't rain

Section 6
Possible answers include:
1) Mike has been a biologist for ten years.
2) Mike likes to watch biographies. Mike's hobbies are reading novels, doing math, and riding bicycles.
3) Mike lives in New York.
4) Mike has been married for four years, but he doesn't have children.
5) Elena likes to watch romance movies.
6) Elena hobbies are sewing, reading about politics, and playing traditional music.

Section 7
Possible answers include:
1) It's impossible to see all the stars in the sky with a telescope.
2) I'm a biologist and one day I want to discover a new insect.
3) Math is easy to do when you use a calculator.

Worksheet 1

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) It took ten minutes for the ambulance to arrive.
2) Bobby went to the hospital because he wanted to know if Jill was okay.
3) Bobby visited Jill at the hospital on Tuesday.
4) The cars collided because Jill didn't stop at the red light.
5) Jill and Bobby realized that you have to be careful when you are driving.

Worksheet 3

Section 1
1) Unfortunately
2) Fortunately
3) Unfortunately
4) Fortunately
5) Fortunately

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) had been good last week, we would have gone swimming.
2) had worn my helmet, I wouldn't have hurt my head.
3) hadn't forgotten his keys in the car, he would have arrived on time.
4) had realized that they needed gas, they would have gone to the gas station.
5) studied last night, passed the exam.
6) were not late, was okay.
7) wore my seat belt, wasn't hurt badly.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) It was already raining when she realized that her umbrella was in the car.
2) He was already at the office when he realized that his pants were torn.
3) There was already smoke in the kitchen when he realized that the oven was broken.
4) The soccer game was already beginning when he realized that he wasn't wearing any shoes.
5) She was already at the office when she realized that her cell phone was at home.
Unit 3 Lesson 1, Quiz
Section 1
1) unfortunate
2) bleeding
3) breathe
4) an accident
Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) The boy has a wound on his knee.
2) He's using the mirror to shave before he goes to work.
3) A paramedic helps when there is an emergency.
Section 3
1) I was already in the car
2) It's fortunate before he goes to work.
3) Since the ambulance arrived,

Unit 3 Lesson 2
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) bones
2) brain
3) pill
4) heart
5) stitches
Section 2
1) pill
2) stitches
3) brain
4) bones
5) heart
Section 3
1) nurse
2) patient
3) nurse
4) patient
5) nurse
6) patient
7) patient

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) serious
2) minor
3) minor
4) serious

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) pregnant
2) numb
3) pills
4) emergency room
5) treating
Section 2
1) F 5) T
2) ? 6) F
3) F 7) ?
4) ?

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) until
2) despite
3) although
4) despite
5) until
Section 2
1) If they had umbrellas, they wouldn't be wet.
2) She's playing basketball despite her broken arm.
3) It's his job to save people who have emergencies.
4) I'm learning how to put out fires with a fire extinguisher.
5) What's your emergency?
Section 3
Answers will vary.

Unit 3 Lesson 3, Quiz
Section 1
1) the rain
2) life
3) normal
4) had
Section 3
1) had
2) have been donating / have donated
3) drove / was driving
4) save
5) has been
6) had seen
7) destroyed

Unit 3, Lesson 3
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) lightning
2) helicopter
3) rainbow
4) blizzard
5) hurricane
Section 2
1) Sell
2) Donate
3) Buy
4) Donate
5) Sell
Section 3
1) F
2) F
3) T
4) F
5) F

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) normal
2) unusual
3) normal
4) unusual
Section 2
1) Sell
2) Donate
3) Buy
4) Donate
5) Sell
Section 3
1) F
2) F
3) T
4) F
5) F

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) am not free next week, I can't help you
2) doesn't have a car, is walking to work
3) don't have a map, we're lost
4) doesn't have a book to read, he's bored
5) don't have umbrellas, they're wet
Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) The tornado might damage this farm.
2) The firefighter is carrying a boy.
Unit 3, Lesson 4

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) translate
2) passengers
3) first class
4) customs
5) check

Section 2
1) I’m happy you’re here to translate because I don’t speak Russian!
2) I like flying first class because I have more room.
3) I’m sorry, but you can’t take fruit through customs.

Worksheet 2
Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) Laura failed an exam.
2) Jeff’s bicycle is broken.
3) My purse was stolen.

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) She asked the woman how much a passport costs.
2) She used to speak French, but she hasn’t spoken it in ten years.
3) Pierre is Laura’s friend and he’s a translator.
4) Pierre speaks French, English, and Spanish.
5) Maria is going to go to France on vacation.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) steal
2) steal
3) own
4) own
5) steal
6) own
7) own

Section 2
1) That’s impossible!
2) That’s too bad!
3) It’s okay.

Section 3
What color hair did he have?
What color was his hair
Was he tall or short
Did he look like a businessman
What color were his pants and his shirt

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) T
2) F
3) T
4) F

Section 2
Possible answers include:
A customs officer asked the man about his suitcase.
The pilot likes to fly to other countries.
That translator speaks English every day.

Section 3
Possible answers include:
He needs to buy one large suitcase and one small suitcase.
He already received his passport from the embassy.
He bought an economy class ticket from New York to Barcelona.
He has to find a hotel in Barcelona that is not too expensive.
He might find a translator to help him with Spanish.

Unit 3 Lesson 4, Quiz
Section 1
1) 5: more
2) 5: told
3) 2: translates
4) 4: steal
5) 3: except

Section 2
Possible answers include:
What is your job
Have you ever been to China
When you fly, do you prefer first class or economy class
What happens at customs / What does a customs officer do at customs
Where can I pick up my suitcases

Unit 3, Test
Section 1
1) mirror
2) screaming
3) emergency

Section 2
1) feel
2) x-rays
3) treating
4) destroyed
5) despite
6) embassy
7) translator

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) Stitches will heal your leg.
2) My windshield broke during the accident.
3) The ambulance transported the patient to the emergency room.
4) She prefers to fly first class because she has more room.
5) The firefighters used the fire extinguisher to put out the fire in the school.
6) The customs officer is checking the passenger’s passport.
7) It’s fortunate that the doctor was able to save your life.

Section 4
1) F 5) F
2) T 6) T
3) 7) ?
4) F 8) T

Section 5
1) An ambulance (is going to / will come) and the paramedics (are going to / will transport) two people to the hospital.
2) It (is going to / will be) a hot day.
3) She (is going to / will need) stitches in her hand.
4) Many of the volunteers (are going to / will donate) their time and money to help people.

Section 6
1) I just realized that we’re out of eggs. Will you go buy some more?
2) Today, one of the animals that I was feeding bit me.
3) It’s my job to save people who have emergencies while they’re skiing.

4) I’m about to put out a fire in the kitchen.
5) If you lose your passport in London, you should go to the Chinese Embassy.

Section 7
Possible answers include:
1) The paramedics are transporting the patient from the ambulance to the emergency room.
2) She had a minor injury, so her mother treated it with a bandage.
3) This building is on fire.
4) The thieves broke the window to steal the purse.

Unit 4, Lesson 1
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) a father and his daughter
2) a grandfather and his granddaughter
3) a mother and her son
4) a grandmother and her grandson
5) a father and his son

Section 2
1) anymore
2) single
3) imagined
4) a lie
5) still

Section 3
1) F 4) A
2) E 5) C
3) G 6) D

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) grandfather
2) twins
3) only child
4) granddaughter
5) uncle
6) cousin
7) grandsons
8) aunt
9) mother

Section 2
1) a father and his daughter
2) twins
3) only child
4) granddaughter
5) uncle
6) cousin
7) grandsons
8) aunt
9) mother
Unit 4, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1

Section 1
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) James doesn’t think he’ll have enough time to finish his project and go to his daughter’s soccer game.
2) He can work in the office until 10:00 p.m.
3) He thought his daughter’s soccer game was tonight, but it’s tomorrow night.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) He made a mistake when he put too much soap in the washing machine.
2) They made a mistake when they didn’t buy gas.
3) The waitress made a mistake when she poured too much coffee into the cup.
4) They made a mistake when they didn’t stop at the stoplight.

Unit 4 Lesson 2, Quiz

Section 1
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 3

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) divorced
2) only child
3) twins
4) anymore
5) imagined
6) uncle

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) I’ll be there for dinner unless the train is late.
2) The package won’t arrive unless you mail it today.
3) I can’t let you into the theater unless you give me your tickets.
4) We can’t eat at this restaurant unless we have reservations.
5) You’ll graduate next week unless you fail your exam.
6) We can play golf unless it rains tomorrow.
7) They can’t go to the game unless they finish their work.

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) There are three more co-workers on our team.
2) She’s been playing piano for many years, so she can play very complex music.
3) I need to call a plumber to help me with this problem.
4) He’s about to begin an art project.
5) We can’t go to the theater unless we have tickets.

Unit 4, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) It’s clear why his television doesn’t work.
2) It’s unclear which woman in this group is the youngest.
3) It’s clear that it’s her dog.
4) It’s unclear what this sign means.
5) It’s clear that they’re tourists.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 2

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) Spilled
2) Dropped
3) Dropped
4) Dropped
5) Spilled

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) project
2) mistake
3) team
4) solve
5) unless

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) expected
2) excited
3) complex
4) simple
5) mistakes

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) My wife works every day;
2) I was going to drive to work;
3) Your hands are very dirty;
4) It’s dark outside;
5) They’re lost;
**Unit 4, Lesson 4**

**Worksheet 1**

**Section 1**

Possible answers include:
1) They enjoy spending time with their grandchildren.
   They used to spend time with their grandchildren.
2) She enjoys spending time skiing.
   She used to spend time skiing.
3) He enjoys spending time painting.
   He used to spend time painting.
4) She enjoys spending time shopping.
   She used to spend time shopping.

**Section 2**

Possible answers include:
1) This is the back of a car.
2) This is an excellent restaurant.
3) He’s walking on the left side of the driveway.
4) The car is on the right side of the street.

**Worksheet 2**

**Section 1**

1) front
2) bad
3) bored
4) rarely

**Section 2**

Possible answers include:
Before, Maria used to be short, but now she’s tall.
Maria is older.
Before, Maria had brown hair, but now she has red hair.
Maria used to fail exams, but now she passes exams.

**Worksheet 3**

**Section 1**

1) F
2) T
3) F
4) T

Answers will vary.

**Section 2**

Possible answers include:
Why are you going to look at your driveway?
Did they repair the left side and the right side of the driveway?
How long did they work to repair it?

**Worksheet 4**

**Section 1**

1) plant
2) water
3) flower
4) tree
5) soil
6) leaf
7) root
8) stem

Answers will vary.

**Section 2**

Possible answers include:
I; Our lives are about to change.
I; She’s an excellent tennis player. She hasn’t lost a game in two years.
I; Our lives are about to change. I’m pregnant!

**Worksheet 5**

**Section 1**

1) C
2) F
3) T
4) F
5) T

**Section 2**

Possible answers include:
Before, Maria used to be short, but now she’s tall.
Maria is older.
Before, Maria had brown hair, but now she has red hair.
Maria used to fail exams, but now she passes exams.

Answers will vary.

**Section 3**

Possible answers include:
1) lived
2) All
3) front of
4) parts
5) eating
6) recycled
7) in

**Unit 4 Lesson 4, Quiz**

Answers will vary.

**Section 4**

1) C
2) F
3) T
4) F
5) T

**Section 5**

Possible answers include:
1) nephew
2) confused
3) spending
4) dropped
5) project

Answers will vary.
Section 6
1) a lie
2) yet
3) nervous
4) depends on
5) mistakes
6) rarely
7) an only
8) polluted

Section 7
Possible answers include:
1) Caroline has one sister and two brothers.
2) They design office buildings.
3) No, their jobs are complex.
4) She plays with the children.
5) Caroline has lived in her house for ten years.